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Checking your Backups and the number of journals to keep
Working in support, I usually get asked how many days I should keep journals. Should it be two days or after
two backups? More? Less? Why two?

The correct answer (for most of the environments) is that you should keep the journals since the last validated
Backup. I.e., until you don't check if a Backup is valid (restoring the file and checking with the Integrity utility), you
can't be sure there is a good copy of your data and can't purge the journals safely.

For example, imagine you need to restore your system after a hardware failure that corrupted some databases.
The first step is to go to the last backups and restore them. But, what happens if the Backup is corrupt or saved
into a defective disk? You will need to look for a previous Backup until you find a correct and clean copy. Then, if
you want to recover to the very last moment, you will need to apply the journals. If you only have one or two days, it
won't be enough, and you may lose data. 

The only way to make sure that your backups are valid is by checking them! And for checking, I mean restoring the
databases and validating the data on them. The way to check the data inside a database is by using the Integrity
utility. 

When I explain this, most administrators consider it a complex task, which takes a lot of time and is hard to
automate. So, I decided to build a super simple Backup checker/validator that helps you validate Backups easily. I
am uploading the utility to the open exchange site.

The utility is a simple Backup checker/validator for Backups done with InterSystems Iris. It will restore your Backup
file (.cbk) automatically and will run an integrity report afterward. All the "magic" is done in the restoreAll method of
the Installer class. You can borrow the code and improve it to send you an email when it finishes with the results. 

Once the Backup has been restored and the Integrity check run, the docker log (and messages.log) will contain the
restore and integrity check results. The databases restored will appear in a Restore folder.
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